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English grammar pdf file

Please can't download, re-use, or share the following English grammar lessons with your friends, colleagues, or students. To see the following lessons, you must have Adobe Acrobat Reader installed on your computer. If you already have Adobe Acrobat Reader, simply click the red icon next to the theme for the grammar lesson you want to see and it will open automatically. If
you have not yet installed Acrobat Reader, click here for instructions on how to download a free copy. Page 2 First, type your text as usual in any text processing program you prefer. Review it first to take lost words or thoughts and put them in order. When finished, enter your text in the form above (bookmark this page now for later use!) Press the Free Check button. If you see an
underlined spelling error, style suggestion, or grammar suggestion in text, click it to see more options. Apply corrections where you need them. The system will then automatically check the use of grammar and spelling and give you the final verdict. Finally, make the suggested changes to the text before sending it your way. Make a final read to make sure you've captured it even
though you agree with the changes. Meanwhile, the Deep Check button checks its text in the same way the Free Check button does. The difference is that the Deep Check button is able to detect even harder-to-detect errors, such as executed phrases or hanging modifiers, and up to ten times more errors than popular word processors.* * GrammarCheck users can enjoy a 20%
discount on new subscriptions and renewals if they sign up here. Read more about PDF English Grammar Books at e-grammar.org. English Grammar Book PDF 1 (Exercises) English Grammar Book PDF 2 (Rules) English Grammar Book PDF 3 (Tense) PDF Exercises (worksheets): English Grammar - PDF worksheets All PDF exercises on this website. English Grammar - PDF
Tests revision tests marked in tense, go to, passive voice, conditional, informed speech, time clauses, modal verbs, imperative and gerunds vs infinitive. For beginners advanced English students as a second language. Learn basic english grammar rules for English students as second language: Tense - English Grammar PDF (rules) Grammatical rules with examples of all english
times: Present simple and present continuous past simple and continuous past Simple future and continuous future Present perfect simple and continuous Past perfect simple and continuous Future perfect simple and continuous modal verbs - English grammar PDF (rules) Can , can, ha, have in positive and negative ways: I can swim very well (skills). We can help you
(possibilities). be John (odds). You can take it (permissions). Can I smoke here (permits)? They may come tomorrow (odds or predictions). You have to go there (strong obligations). You should watch the movie (strong recommendations). It must be John John British students must wear uniforms (obligations based on a rule). The mother says you must first do your homework
(obligations based on someone else's authority). Be able to – PDF English grammar (rules) 'Be able to' in all tense compared to 'can': Simple present (I'm able to do it). Simple past (You were able to do it). Simple future (He will be able to do so). Perfect present (We have been able to do so). Perfect past (They had been able to do it). Perfect future (had been able to do so).
Conditional (Present: You would be able to do so. Past: You would have been able to do it). Passive voice - ENGLISH PDF grammar (rules) All passive forms compared to active forms: Present simple passive (The car is repaired). Present continuous liabilities (Houses are being built). Passive simple past (My laptop was broken). Continuous passive past (The road was being
cleared). Simple passive future (The package will be sent on time). Perfect passive present (The report is over). Passive perfect past (The painting had been stolen). Conditional liabilities present (I would be tired). Conditional passive past (The film would have been made). Imperative - English Grammar PDF (rules) The imperative sentences in first, second and third person and
emphatic imperatives. Let me do it. Let's stay here. (first-person imperative) Open your books. Don't sit down. (second person imperative) Let him go. Let them join us. (third-person imperative) Be quiet. (emphatic imperative) Gerunds and infinitives - English Grammar PDF (rules) Gerunds, infinitive with 'a' and infinitive nudes. We hope to get there on time. (infinitive with 'a') They
made me get up. (infinitive nude - without 'a') He admitted to breaking the window. What are you doing? I stopped smoking. I quit smoking. (infinitive and gerund with different meanings) Conditional time - PDF English grammar (rules) Present and perfect conditional (would, should, should to, could, might). He'd help me. You should. You should. Dan could | could come tonight.
(current conditional) He would have helped me. You should have done it. You should have done it. Dan could | could have come last night. (perfect conditional) If conditioned - PDF English grammar (rules) Zero, first, second, third, mixed and inverted conditional sentences: If I go to school, I'll leave at seven. (conditional zero) If he studies hard, he will pass the exams. (the first
conditional) If I had more time, I'd help you. (the second conditional) If I had known him, I would have told him. (the conditional third) If he had left immediately, he would be here now. (mixed conditional) If I was in your position, I'd accept it. (conditional inverted) Time clauses - English grammar PDF (rules) Future time clauses: I will do so when I return home. As we cut the grass
you will collect the apples. As soon as they have repaired our car to take a trip. Relative clauses - Pdf of English grammar (rules) (rules) non-defining and connective relative clauses (which, who, who, who): The man who called you has just arrived. This is the book I wanted. Are you the guy who lives next door? The river whose bridge in front of us is called the Cam. The man I
met yesterday... (definition of relative clauses) My father, who is now 65, still works. His car, which cost nearly $20,000, is broken into. (non-defining relative clauses) I gave the letter to James, who sent it to London. I passed the salt, which fell to the ground. (connective relative clauses) Direct and indirect object - PDF of English grammar (rules) Direct and indirect objects in
English phrases: Sarah never eats meat. (direct object) Please call me tomorrow. (indirect object) They gave Harold a new car. They gave him a new car. (indirect and direct objects) They gave Harold a new car. They gave it to him. (direct and indirect objects) Indirect questions - English grammar PDF (rules) Direct versus indirect questions: What did you want? Where was he?
(direct questions) Can you tell me what I wanted? Remember where I was? (indirect questions) Informed speech - ENGLISH grammar PDF (rules) Direct and indirect discourse, reported questions, orders and requests. I never understand you, he told me. She told me she never understood me. (informed speech) Mary: Greg came yesterday. (direct speech) - Mary said Greg had
arrived the day before. (informed speech) What time did it start?, he said. I wanted to know what time I had started. (informed question) Get up!, he said. He told me to get up. (informed order) Make coffee, please said. (request) - He asked me to make coffee. (informed request) All these English grammar lessons are written for self-study students who want to learn basic English
grammar for free. They are suitable for beginners – advanced levels. Basic exercises Exercise level 1 Exercise level 2 2
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